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Today, software is a critical part of many companies’ business and value proposition. 
Ensuring that critical code is healthy is important to avoid a heavy technical 
debt, unforeseen IT investments and the risk of business-critical disruptions.  
Making a software Due Diligence before a business acquisition strengthens the 
valuation of a company.

A Software Due Diligence is conducted to 

highlight the maturity level and the efficiency 

in critical software. From a buyer’s perspective 

we address future risks, and we can measure 

the technical debt built into the software. This is 

crucial information for a buyer when assessing the 

Total Cost of Ownership and the Company value. 

From the seller’s perspective, a Software 

Due Diligence provides an opportunity to 

prevent unpleasant information to appear, and 

to prepare for a successful transaction. 

 A Software Due Diligence is as much a quality 

check as an objective assessment 

for both the buyer and the seller.

HOW WE DO IT

We match and adjust the Software Due 

Diligence procedures to specific customer 

needs. In step one, we create an understanding 

of the company’s operations and its objectives 

through structured interviews. Step two is about 

understanding existing dependencies on critical 

software. The Software Due Diligence analysis is 

then designed to meet the underlying objectives 

and goals. Typically, a Software Due Diligence 

includes a Health Check, a Performance Check 

and a Vulnerability Check. 

A Health Check is a behavioural code analysis 

that uses machine learning algorithms to 

investigate the complete code base to 

visualize critical parts and social patterns. The 

Health check is performed using the latest 

AI technology. CodeScene is a unique tool 

that provides both technically savvy and non-

tech savvy people with analytics and deep 

insights into code bases and software projects. 

By combining this AI-based, innovative tool 

with System Verification’s expertise in Quality 

Assurance and software development, 

customers get all the insights they need to make 

a correct and well-founded investment decision.

Whether investing or selling, customers get 

an easy-to-use report which can feed into the 

evaluation process.

An affordable insurance to avoid 
future surprises 

An independent assessment

Information about the overall code health

A qualified risk assessment of software

Information about software performance

Clear summary in a report format

BENEFITS


